Introduction {#s1}
============

The visual world provides an abundance of linearly polarized (plane-polarized; see Glossary) light stimuli hidden from the human eye, but many invertebrate organisms exploit polarized light as a source of useful visual information. Polarization vision (see Glossary) is a multi-purpose visual ability ([@JEB139899C36]; [@JEB139899C72]; [@JEB139899C112]; [@JEB139899C114]), with the following proposed or actually demonstrated functions ([Fig. 1](#JEB139899F1){ref-type="fig"}). (1) Polarized skylight provides insects with a useful reference for a visual compass, which can be employed for navigation ([Fig. 1](#JEB139899F1){ref-type="fig"}A). (2) The detection of water bodies by the horizontal polarization of light reflected from their surfaces is common to many water-dependent flying insects ([Fig. 1](#JEB139899F1){ref-type="fig"}B). In the underwater world, (3) polarization patterns on the bodies of some marine animals may allow visual communication using signaling mechanisms akin to color communication ([Fig. 1](#JEB139899F1){ref-type="fig"}C), (4) polarization sensitivity can increase object contrast, thus improving general visibility ([Fig. 1](#JEB139899F1){ref-type="fig"}D), and (5) it can break luminance-based camouflage of prey or predators (not shown). All of these functions exploit the polarization of light. But that does not necessarily imply that the electric (e)-vector orientation of polarized light (see Glossary) is experienced as a separate modality of light, or that specific e-vector orientations can be perceived analogously to humans perceiving spectral stimuli as specific hues. The notion that organisms equipped with polarization-sensitive photoreceptors (see Glossary) can automatically analyze e-vector orientation is appealing, and is often assumed. For this Review, I surveyed the literature for evidence suggesting that polarization-sensitive invertebrates, or at least some species, do indeed perceive specific e-vector orientations. In some ways, this Review is also a reappraisal of the basic mechanisms of polarization vision discussed four decades ago by [@JEB139899C3]. Fig. 1.**Examples of the main functions of polarization vision in invertebrates.** (A) Polarization compass: a locust navigating by the polarization pattern of the sky. Image courtesy of Stanley Heinze. (B) Detection of water bodies: a flying backswimmer detects a pond by the horizontal polarization of light reflected from the water surface. Left panel, photograph by Kim Taylor; right panel, photograph by Thomas Labhart. (C,D) Object-based, imaging polarization vision. (C) Cuttlefish recognize the polarized body pattern of conspecifics. Left panel, photograph by Tino Brandt; right panel, photograph modified from [@JEB139899C74]. (D) Contrast enhancement by reducing the horizontally polarized haze in the water column. The underwater scene (left) was processed using an algorithm that exploits the polarization sensitivity of photoreceptors ([@JEB139899C94]) to produce an enhanced image (right). Note that this is a computer simulation demonstrating the potential gain of visibility afforded by a polarization-sensitive retina; modified from [@JEB139899C10]. Yellow double-headed arrows in A--D indicate the dominant e-vector orientation of partial linear polarization. All images used with permission.

I begin this Review by defining light polarization and the basic properties of polarization vision systems. Next, I detail the rationale behind the paper, explain the technical approach and present evidence from a comprehensive literature survey. Finally, I summarize the specific properties of presently known invertebrate polarization vision systems and draw my conclusions on how polarized light is exploited by invertebrate organisms.

Polarized light and polarization vision systems {#s2}
===============================================

The light emanating from the sun is unpolarized, i.e. the e-vectors of the electromagnetic waves are oriented at random. Reflection of sunlight by shiny surfaces and scattering in air and water produce partially plane-polarized light. Any plane-polarized light stimulus is defined by its e-vector orientation (φ), degree of polarization (*d*) and luminance (*l*). This definition is analogous to wavelength, spectral purity and luminance of a stimulus in the spectral domain ([@JEB139899C3]; [@JEB139899C39]). Both totally polarized light (*d*=1.0) and monochromatic spectral light have maximal purity, and they consist of just one e-vector orientation or one wavelength, respectively. In partially polarized light (0\<*d*\<1.0) the range of e-vectors (bandwidth) is increased, and in unpolarized light (*d*=0) all e-vectors are represented equally. Again, this is analogous to broadband and white light (all wavelengths contribute equally), respectively, in the spectral domain.

A plane-polarized light stimulus can be analyzed by polarization-sensitive sensors or photoreceptors, which are tuned to specific e-vector orientations. These receptors are sensitive to both e-vector orientation and degree of polarization (abbreviated to 'degree' hereafter). A system consisting of a single polarization-sensitive receptor \[a one-dimensional or 1D (monopolatic) system; see Glossary; [Fig. 2](#JEB139899F2){ref-type="fig"}B\] is polarization-blind (in analogy with color-blindness in monochromats), because, by adjusting light intensity or degree, different e-vectors can elicit identical responses in the photoreceptor (owing to the principle of univariance). Thus, in the monopolat represented in [Fig. 2](#JEB139899F2){ref-type="fig"}B, a 0 deg stimulus of a given light intensity will elicit the same response as a −52 or +52 deg stimulus of doubled intensity. List of abbreviations1D, 2D or 3D systemone-, two- or three-dimensional polarization vision systemdegangular degreedegreedegree of polarizationDRAdorsal rim area of insect compound eyee-vectore-vector orientationPSpolarization sensitivity

Fig. 2.**Structural and physiological properties of polarization-sensitive invertebrate photoreceptors.** (A) Structural basis of polarization sensitivity in invertebrate photoreceptors. Right, microvilli form the rhabdomere of the photoreceptor. Light travels orthogonal to the microvilli (see arrow). Upper left, the visual pigment molecules with their elongated chromophores (black bars) reside in the microvillar membrane. Alignment of both chromophores and microvilli produces strong polarization sensitivity in the photoreceptor. Lower left, arthropod photoreceptors are grouped to form retinulae. (B--D) E-vector sensitivity functions. (B) A one-dimensional system (monopolat). (C) A two-dimensional system (dipolat) with 90 deg phase-shifted sensitivity functions. (D) A three-dimensional system (tripolat) with 60 deg phase-shifted sensitivity functions. In B--D, polarization sensitivity (PS)=5.0, degree of linear polarization (*d*)=1.0. A value of 0 deg indicates horizontal e-vector orientation and 90 deg indicates vertical e-vector orientation. Thin straight lines indicate values of selected data points (circular symbols) on the sensitivity and e-vector axes.

Obviously, a single receptor does not suffice to analyze e-vector orientation; instead, the signals of different receptor types (analyzer channels), tuned to different e-vectors, must be compared. In a two-dimensional system \[2D (dipolatic) system; [Fig. 2](#JEB139899F2){ref-type="fig"}C\], the signals of two analyzer channels are compared by a polarization-opponent comparator neuron (a polop neuron, see Glossary; [Figs 3](#JEB139899F3){ref-type="fig"}B, [4](#JEB139899F4){ref-type="fig"}B) ([@JEB139899C3]; [@JEB139899C39]). However, a 2D system is unable to determine e-vector orientations unequivocally. This is obvious for a totally polarized stimulus that is analyzed by an orthogonal 2D system ([Fig. 2](#JEB139899F2){ref-type="fig"}C); any pairs of e-vectors equidistant from 0 deg (e.g. ±30 deg) elicit identical responses in the two photoreceptors; consequently, the two e-vectors are undistinguishable. Polarization-sensitive receptors also respond to degree, i.e. the smaller the degree, the weaker the modulation of the e-vector response function. Therefore, for a polarized stimulus of unknown degree (as under natural conditions), an infinite number of e-vectors produce identical receptor and polop responses, thus appearing identical to a dipolat. In other words, 2D polarization vision has so-called confusion states ([@JEB139899C3]), formally defined by a 'polarization distance' of 0 ([@JEB139899C39]). However, dipolats can safely discriminate two ranges of e-vector orientation, e.g. horizontal (H; 0 deg±\<45 deg), indicated by a depolarization, and vertical (V; 90 deg±\<45 deg) signaled by a hyperpolarization of the polop neuron ([Fig. 3](#JEB139899F3){ref-type="fig"}). The polop neuron is unresponsive to both ±45 deg stimuli and to unpolarized light and, therefore, these three stimuli are confused. For all these reasons, 2D polarization vision is unsuitable for subtle e-vector analysis. For a more formal discussion of 2D polarization vision systems, see [@JEB139899C39]. Fig. 3.**E-vector coding properties of an orthogonal dipolatic (2D) system.** (A) E-vector response functions of photoreceptors with horizontal (h) and vertical (v) e-vector tuning axes. (B) E-vector response function of a polarization-opponent (polop) neuron (h−v). (C) E-vector coding by a polop neuron. For a defined degree of polarization (e.g. *d*=1.0), coding is ambiguous for all e-vectors (double-headed arrows) except for 0 deg and ±90 deg. E-vectors of ±45 deg are also confused with unpolarized light (indicated by circles). For undefined degrees of polarization, not just two but an infinite number of e-vectors can produce the same response in the polop neuron, all appearing identical to a dipolat. (D) The two perceptual categories 'horizontal' (H; green symbols) and 'vertical' (V; purple symbols) of e-vector orientation perceived by the dipolat. Excitation or inhibition of the polop neuron elicits perception of either H or of V, respectively. Intensity of color indicates perceived saturation. Stimuli of ±45 deg are perceived as unpolarized light (U; gray symbols). Fig. 4.**Effects of interactions between the signals of polarization-sensitive photoreceptors in an orthogonal dipolatic system.** (A--C) Two ommatidia view a visual contrast of both luminance (gray bars) and e-vector orientation (double-headed arrows). h and v are the responses of photoreceptors with horizontal and vertical e-vector tuning axes, respectively. Plus and minus signs mark activating and inhibiting connections, respectively. ΔR~I~ and ΔR~φ~ show the difference between the responses of the two ommatidia for luminance contrast and e-vector contrast, respectively. (A) Pooling h and v provides a largely polarization-insensitive luminance image. For receptors with high PS, the pooled signal retains some e-vector dependence because of the logarithmic relation between photon absorption and photoreceptor response (apparent in the log-cos^2^-shaped e-vector response functions of the photoreceptors of [Fig. 3](#JEB139899F3){ref-type="fig"}A). (B) Polarization-opponent interaction between h and v by polop neurons produces a luminance-independent polarization image. (C) Keeping h and v separate provides images that are sensitive to both polarization and luminance.

Note that dipolatic polarization vision is analogous to dichromatic color vision, which recognizes just two categories of hues ('short wave' versus 'long wave'; [@JEB139899C80]; [@JEB139899C108]), and which confuses a specific monochromatic light (e.g. 480 nm in dogs; [@JEB139899C79]) with white light. For a discussion of further analogies between polarization and color vision, see [@JEB139899C3].

Theory shows that in order to analyze e-vector orientation unequivocally, the signals of at least three analyzer channels with different e-vector tuning axes (see Glossary) must be compared \[i.e. a three-dimensional or 3D (tripolatic) system is required; [@JEB139899C3]; [@JEB139899C49]\]. Thus, each e-vector orientation is unequivocally coded by a signal triplet provided by the three analyzer channels (exemplified in [Fig. 2](#JEB139899F2){ref-type="fig"}D for a 15 deg e-vector). Both the e-vector orientation of totally plane-polarized light (*d*=1.0) and the dominant e-vector orientation of partially plane-polarized light can be extracted from the signal triplet mathematically ([@JEB139899C3]). This notion was successfully tested with mobile robots navigating by polarized skylight, evaluating the signals of three artificial polarization sensors by means of mathematical algorithms ([@JEB139899C62]; [@JEB139899C63]). Using computer modeling, the signal triplet can also be analyzed by an artificial neural network ([@JEB139899C92]). In addition, wiring diagrams for evaluating the signals of the three analyzer channels have been proposed ([@JEB139899C3]; [@JEB139899C39]). Glossary**E-vector orientation**The orientation of the electric field of electromagnetic waves, which oscillates orthogonally to the direction of wave propagation.**E-vector perception**Perception of specific e-vector orientations, which includes the perception of plane-polarized light as a separate modality of light.**E-vector tuning axis**The e-vector of plane-polarized light eliciting maximal depolarization or spike frequency in a polarization-sensitive photoreceptor or neuron.**Monopolat, dipolat, tripolat**Organism equipped with a one-, two- or three-dimensional polarization vision system.**One-, two- or three-dimensional polarization vision system**Polarization vision system receiving input from one, two or three polarization-sensitive analyzer channels with different e-vector tuning axes. I also use the expressions monopolatic, dipolatic and tripolatic for these systems.**Plane-polarized light**Also called linearly polarized light. Light in which the distribution of e-vector orientation is not random but exhibits a dominant orientation (partially plane-polarized), or in which all e-vectors have the same orientation (totally polarized light).**Polarization-sensitive photoreceptors or neurons**Photoreceptors or neurons in which electrical activity is a function of the e-vector orientation of plane-polarized light.**Polarization vision**In this Review, I use a wide definition of the term. It means any visual perception that is based on polarization-sensitive photoreceptors. Accordingly, even monopolats have some sort of polarization vision, i.e. about the same as a human observer looking through a polarizing filter. The specific quality of the term 'polarization vision' is defined by the context in the paper.**Polop neurons**Neurons receiving opponent input from two polarization-sensitive analyzer channels with different e-vector tuning axes; specifically, input from two photoreceptor populations with orthogonal microvilli orientations in individual ommatidia.**Rhabdomere twisting**Instead of remaining constant (as in [Fig. 2](#JEB139899F2){ref-type="fig"}A), the orientation of the microvilli changes continuously along the rhabdomere. Twisting can involve the whole retinula, including the cell bodies of the photoreceptors.**True polarization vision**Perception of polarization (e-vector, e-vector category) as a separate modality of light, i.e. not influenced by the luminance or spectral composition of a plane-polarized light stimulus.

Requirements for unambiguous and unbiased e-vector detection {#s3}
============================================================

I reason that unambiguous analysis of e-vector orientations as provided by three- or higher-dimensional (multidimensional) polarization vision systems is a prerequisite for perceiving specific e-vector orientations (hereafter referred to as 'e-vector perception'; see Glossary), analogous to human perception of spectral stimuli as specific colors. In other words, if the result of an e-vector analysis is ambiguous, e-vector orientation cannot be perceived as a unique perceptual attribute of a physical (dominant) e-vector orientation. Because of their ambiguities, 2D and 1D systems are insufficient for e-vector perception. Please note that in the present context, the term 'perception' does not necessarily imply a conscious act. Rather, it means the ability to extract unambiguous e-vector orientation as an attribute of a visual stimulus.

Apart from three-dimensionality, four more criteria must be fulfilled for unbiased e-vector perception. (1) All three analyzer channels must share a common visual field, i.e. they must view one and the same stimulus. (2) The system must be monochromatic, i.e. all analyzer channels should have the same spectral sensitivity. This makes it insensitive to the spectral composition of a stimulus and avoids interference with and confusion between spectral and polarizational components. (3) The system must be insensitive to the luminance of the stimulus. In imaging, object-based polarization vision systems, the polarization image must be independent of the luminance-based image. If the polarization sensitivity (PS) of the photoreceptors merely serves to enhance luminance contrast (image enhancement; [Fig. 1](#JEB139899F1){ref-type="fig"}D) (as discussed by [@JEB139899C43]; [@JEB139899C45]), polarization information is lost and PS merely has a helper function. In this case, the responses of the polarization-sensitive photoreceptors provide mixed luminance/polarization images ([Fig. 4](#JEB139899F4){ref-type="fig"}C). (4) Processing of the analyzer signals must be of the 'simultaneous' type, i.e. all three analyzers have to cooperate simultaneously by comparing their outputs ([@JEB139899C49]). In the 'successive' mode of e-vector analysis ([@JEB139899C49]), in which one analyzer rotates about its optical axis, successive readings of the analyzer response are compared. Maximal response indicates that the receptor\'s e-vector tuning axis is aligned with the e-vector of the stimulus. The successive mechanism of e-vector analysis is a multi-step process, which involves additional proprioceptive and/or visual flow information ([@JEB139899C114]); therefore, I consider it an unlikely option for providing e-vector perception.

The term 'true polarization vision' (see Glossary) is sometimes used to express the ability of an organism to perceive polarization as a separate modality of light, i.e. independent of stimulus luminance and spectral composition ([@JEB139899C81]; [@JEB139899C98]). To achieve this, those photoreceptor response components that are due to luminance and spectral composition of a stimulus have to be separated from the component produced by light polarization. This is readily obtained by opponent interaction between the signals of two homochromatic photoreceptors with orthogonal e-vector tuning axes, i.e. by homochromatic polop neurons. Thus, a 2D system already suffices for true polarization vision, in that different e-vector ranges or categories may be perceived as a separate modality of light. However, to identify specific e-vector orientations (e-vector perception), an additional analyzer channel (≥3D system) is required. The term 'e-vector perception' automatically implies true polarization vision.

How can the presence of e-vector perception be assessed? {#s4}
========================================================

The presence of e-vector perception in an organism could, in principle, be demonstrated by behavioral experiments. However, this is extremely difficult to accomplish. First, one has to prove that the organism is able to identify specific (dominant) e-vector orientations independent of luminance and degree, similar to a trichromat identifying specific hues independent of luminance and spectral purity. Second, one has to make sure that a dedicated polarization vision path exists that operates independently of luminance and color perception. Thus, the behavioral demonstration of e-vector perception is a formidable task, which so far no one has attempted.

Instead of trying to prove e-vector perception behaviorally, a more practicable approach is to study the dimensionality of polarization vision systems. As discussed above, the number of polarization-sensitive channels determines whether e-vector perception is possible, in principle, or must be excluded. How can the dimensionality of polarization vision systems be assessed? PS in invertebrate photoreceptors is based on the absorption properties for polarized light of the microvilli that form the rhabdomeres, the light-sensitive structure of invertebrate photoreceptors ([Fig. 2](#JEB139899F2){ref-type="fig"}A). By still little-known mechanisms ([@JEB139899C89]), the chromophores of the visual pigment molecules are aligned within the microvillar membrane ([Fig. 2](#JEB139899F2){ref-type="fig"}A) in such a way that plane-polarized light is maximally absorbed when the e-vector orientation of a stimulus is parallel to the long axis of the microvilli ([@JEB139899C28]; [@JEB139899C29], [@JEB139899C30]; [@JEB139899C44]; [@JEB139899C48]). Therefore, microvilli orientation is a convenient indicator of the e-vector to which a photoreceptor is tuned.

To assess the dimensionality of a polarization vision system, the microvilli orientation of the relevant photoreceptors can be measured histologically, usually by electron microscopy (e.g. see [@JEB139899C120]). When doing this, one has to make sure that the microvilli are reasonably aligned along the length of the rhabdomere ([Fig. 2](#JEB139899F2){ref-type="fig"}A), because misalignment caused by rhabdomere twisting (see Glossary) or random misalignment would reduce or even abolish PS, and would strongly affect the e-vector tuning axis ([@JEB139899C82]; [@JEB139899C117]; [@JEB139899C120]). If the identity of the involved photoreceptors is unknown, the number of microvillar types within an ommatidium or within a retina can still indicate the highest possible dimensionality. Electrophysiology may also provide dimensionality information, namely when discrete groups of photoreceptors or neurons with different e-vector tuning axes are found.

Once the presence of a multidimensional system is established, it must be scrutinized for the secondary criteria (points 1 to 4 in the previous section), based on additional behavioral or electrophysiological data. Fulfillment of all necessary requirements indicates a potential for e-vector perception; however, it does not prove its implementation. In this Review, I will therefore not attempt to prove e-vector perception, but using a *reductio ad absurdum* approach I will test whether e-vector perception is possible, in principle, in any of the presently known invertebrate polarization vision systems.

Although there is a host of studies providing data on microvilli orientation in invertebrate retinae, I will mainly focus on those species both for which relevant data on retinal anatomy are available, and in which behavioral responses to polarized light have been studied. This restriction is necessary because anatomical or electrophysiological evidence of photoreceptor PS alone is insufficient to prove that polarized light information is actually exploited by an organism. Below, I review the literature in search of evidence suggesting the existence of e-vector perception in invertebrates.

Searching for evidence of e-vector perception {#s5}
=============================================

Two-dimensional systems {#s5a}
-----------------------

The input stages of all assumed and actually proven invertebrate polarization vision systems studied were found to be dipolatic, receiving input from photoreceptors with mutually orthogonal microvilli orientations ([Fig. 2](#JEB139899F2){ref-type="fig"}C, [5](#JEB139899F5){ref-type="fig"}A,B top rows) ([@JEB139899C3]; [@JEB139899C12]; [@JEB139899C38]; [@JEB139899C56]; [@JEB139899C39]; [@JEB139899C69]; [@JEB139899C114]; [@JEB139899C123]). As discussed above, 2D systems can identify two broad e-vector ranges, but because of ambiguities and the confusion of e-vector and degree, the detection of specific e-vector orientations is impossible. Considering their limited e-vector analyzing properties, one might ask how dipolatic systems may be useful to an organism, if at all. Below, I show that 2D systems can execute a variety of important functions in spite of their restrictions. Fig. 5.**Overview of the basic sensory principles in invertebrate polarization vision.** (A) Two-dimensional (dipolatic) polarization vision. (B) Multidimensional (polypolatic) polarization vision with dipolatic input stages. Upper rows in A and B: rhabdoms of photoreceptors providing polarization vision and their microvilli orientations. Colors indicate the spectral receptor types of the involved photoreceptors; purple indicates UV sensitivity. Note that all input stages are dipolatic. Lower rows in A and B: retinal arrays of ommatidia and photoreceptors. Up is dorsal. Note the characteristic differences between the arrays in A (aligned) and those in B (fan-like). The cricket DRA in B (lower row) is represented in part only. The three cricket POL1 neurons (colored circles in B, lower row) receive input from DRA ommatidia as indicated by the colors; double-headed arrows denote their e-vector tuning axes. Right in A and B: schematic representations of the two types of retinal array, i.e. aligned versus fan-like arrangement of input stages. Crossed double-headed arrows indicate the e-vector tuning axes of dipolatic input stages. Diagrams are not to scale. Cephalopod schematics are modified from [@JEB139899C76] and [@JEB139899C91], with permission. DRA ommatidia are reproduced from [@JEB139899C114], with permission. Other images are after [@JEB139899C1], [@JEB139899C59], [@JEB139899C60]), [@JEB139899C97] and [@JEB139899C109].

### Detection of water bodies by flying, water-dependent insects {#s5a1}

A number of flying, water-dependent insects, including dragonflies and the backswimmer *Notonecta*, detect water bodies by the horizontal e-vector of light reflected from their surfaces ([@JEB139899C37]; [@JEB139899C66]; [@JEB139899C98], [@JEB139899C99]; [@JEB139899C121]) ([Fig. 1](#JEB139899F1){ref-type="fig"}B). These insects only have to detect strong horizontal polarization in the ventral field of view, and exact e-vector analysis is not required. In this case, a simple detector system with opponent input from just two horizontally and vertically tuned analyzer channels suffices. In the retina of the backswimmer, the photoreceptors representing the two channels can actually be observed ([Fig. 5](#JEB139899F5){ref-type="fig"}A, right) ([@JEB139899C97], [@JEB139899C98]).

### Object-based, imaging polarization vision in cephalopods and crustaceans {#s5a2}

Coleoid cephalopods (octopods, squid and cuttlefish) keep their eyes or heads at a constant orientation ([@JEB139899C105]). Their retina contains two types of blue/green-sensitive photoreceptors with either horizontally or vertically oriented microvilli ([@JEB139899C74]; [@JEB139899C91]; [@JEB139899C105]) ([Fig. 5](#JEB139899F5){ref-type="fig"}A, left). Squid and cuttlefish show improved prey catching when a polarization contrast between background and prey is provided ([@JEB139899C6]; [@JEB139899C102]). In addition, some cephalopods are able to produce distinct polarization patterns on their bodies, which may facilitate visual communication ([Fig. 1](#JEB139899F1){ref-type="fig"}C) ([@JEB139899C11]; [@JEB139899C101]). Cephalopods can detect patterns consisting of polarization contrast alone, i.e. without any luminance contrast ([@JEB139899C76]; [@JEB139899C85]; [@JEB139899C100]; [@JEB139899C101]; [@JEB139899C107]). Experiments with cuttlefish suggest that there are separate pathways for analyzing luminance-contrast and polarization-contrast patterns ([@JEB139899C6]). Interestingly, cuttlefish detect looming polarized stimuli with e-vector contrasts of just a few deg to the background, in spite of their 2D system ([@JEB139899C107]).

In crustaceans, a typical ommatidium contains two sets of blue/green receptors (R1--7) with untwisted rhabdoms and mutually orthogonal, horizontally and vertically oriented microvilli ([Fig. 5](#JEB139899F5){ref-type="fig"}A, middle) ([@JEB139899C69]). This is the same arrangement as in the cephalopod retina. However, the situation in several crustaceans, and especially in stomatopods, is more complex (see [Box 1](#JEB139899B1){ref-type="boxed-text"}). But so far, none of the crustacean retinae studied provides a robust basis for multidimensional (\>2D) polarization vision. Box 1. Evaluation of potential multidimensional polarization vision systems in crustaceans![](jexbio-219-139899-i1.jpg)In addition to the full-sized R1--7 receptors, a short distally positioned UV/violet receptor (R8) may be present, containing misaligned or bi-directional microvilli throughout much of the retina ([@JEB139899C70]; [@JEB139899C69]). But polarization-sensitive R8 cells with parallel microvilli at 45 deg to the orthogonal e-vector tuning axes of R1--7 were found in the ommatidia of rows 5 and 6 of the mid-band (MB) of the mantis shrimp eye, and these might potentially form a third analyzer channel (see photograph and schematic rhabdoms; photograph by Roy Caldwell; diagrams based on [@JEB139899C68]). However, a tripolatic retinal system consisting of R1,4,5 versus R2,3,6,7 versus R8 is unsuitable for unbiased e-vector analysis, because the R1--7 cells are blue/green-sensitive while R8 cells, including those of rows 5 and 6, are UV-sensitive, making the system heterochromatic (green versus purple rhabdomeres). But because R8 microvilli are orthogonal between row 5 and row 6, a separate, dipolatic UV polarization vision system across the two rows is possible (purple arrows; [@JEB139899C50], [@JEB139899C51]). Behavioral evidence of UV polarization sensitivity is required to confirm this hypothesis. In some species, the rhabdom of R8 in MB rows 5 and 6 acts as a quarter-wave retarder, converting the R1--7 cells of these rows to circular polarization analyzers ([@JEB139899C8]).The dipolatic R1--7 systems in the dorsal (DH) and ventral hemispheres (VH) of stomatopod eyes are rotated 45 deg to each other (see crossed double-headed arrows in photograph; [@JEB139899C69]; [@JEB139899C70]). With their strongly overlapping visual fields (note pseudopupils) they could cooperate at higher levels, forming a 4D system, but this has not yet been tested by behavioral experiments.In crayfish, the e-vector tuning axes of photoreceptors near the dorsal eye rim were reported to cluster around three orientations ([@JEB139899C26]), potentially forming a 3D system. However, in crayfish, PS seems to support optokinetic and defense reflexes ([@JEB139899C27]) by enhancing image contrast, and evidence for e-vector guided navigation is missing so far.

Stomatopods are the only crustaceans so far shown to be able to learn e-vector orientations independent of luminance ([@JEB139899C71]). Like cuttlefish, fiddler crabs respond to looming polarized stimuli with e-vector contrasts of just 3.2 deg to the background, in the absence of luminance contrast ([@JEB139899C40]). Looming polarized stimuli were also used to test whether the responses of fiddler crabs were compatible with a 2D system of polarization vision ([@JEB139899C41]). In that study, stimulus and background had the same e-vector but differed in degree. The data confirm the expectation that the crabs can discriminate between different degrees of polarization. Stimulus detection was strongly impaired when the e-vectors of stimulus and background were at +45 deg and −45 deg to the horizon, respectively, which agrees with an expected null point of discrimination of a horizontal/vertical 2D system ([@JEB139899C3]; [@JEB139899C41]). The stomatopods also tested in that study for comparison ([@JEB139899C41]) did not exhibit a null point, which is not unexpected considering their various separate and differently oriented 2D systems ([Box 1](#JEB139899B1){ref-type="boxed-text"}). Alternatively, they could have used a successive approach based on eye stalk rotation ([@JEB139899C16]; [@JEB139899C64]).

At first glance, two of the behavioral studies presented above seem to contradict the concept of 2D polarization vision, which excludes e-vector perception: both cuttlefish and fiddler crabs detect looming stimuli with e-vectors differing by just a few deg from the background e-vector ([@JEB139899C40]; [@JEB139899C107]). How can this performance be explained? Although 2D systems lack the ability of unambiguous e-vector analysis, they still allow the discrimination of stimuli with different states of polarization, involving e-vector and/or degree. To illustrate this, consider a polarized stimulus of one e-vector on a background of another e-vector but with the same degree and luminance (e-vector contrast). Whenever the photoreceptor responses to stimulus and background differ by at least a threshold amount because of the e-vector difference, the stimulus will be detected, although the two e-vectors cannot be perceived.

Alternatively, consider a polarized stimulus of a certain degree on a background of another degree but with the same e-vector and luminosity (degree contrast). Because the photoreceptors are sensitive to both e-vector and degree, the stimulus will again be detected whenever the difference between the photoreceptor responses reaches a threshold. Of course, the same applies when there is contrast in both e-vector and degree. The stimulus becomes undetectable only if the polarization distance between stimulus and background dips below threshold, i.e. if stimulus and background produce (almost) the same photoreceptor responses ([@JEB139899C39]). Thus, although cuttlefish and fiddler crabs are poor at absolute e-vector analysis, paradoxically they can detect even minute e-vector differences. Generally speaking, dipolats are unable to see e-vector orientations, but they can perfectly well detect e-vector contrasts.

Although cephalopods and crabs cannot perceive specific e-vector orientations, they do have polarization vision, in the sense that they can discriminate between different plane-polarized stimuli of the same luminance. However, their dipolatic polarization sense perceives just two categories of e-vectors ([Fig. 3](#JEB139899F3){ref-type="fig"}D), analogous to dichromats perceiving two categories of hues. Both dipolats and dichromats can assign any stimulus to one of the two categories, and they can discriminate different stimuli within each category. However, they are unable to disentangle stimulus quality (e-vector, hue) and stimulus purity (degree of polarization, spectral purity) within a given category. This coarse, categoric e-vector analysis is probably just one function of the orthogonal 2D systems of cephalopods and crustaceans. A more important function may be signal conditioning by the polop neurons, providing enhanced polarization contrast and luminance independence, in a similar way as in the insect polarized skylight compass (discussed in detail below).

### Detectors for polarized skylight in insects and spiders {#s5a3}

A system exploiting skylight polarization for navigation must necessarily be able to evaluate the directional component of polarized light, i.e. e-vector orientation. In insects, polarized skylight navigation is mediated by the specialized dorsal rim area (DRA) of the compound eyes. The individual ommatidia of all DRAs studied so far are orthogonally dipolatic ([Fig. 5](#JEB139899F5){ref-type="fig"}B, top row) (reviewed in [@JEB139899C12]; [@JEB139899C31]; [@JEB139899C56]; [@JEB139899C113]; [@JEB139899C114]; [@JEB139899C123]; and recently reported in [@JEB139899C21]; [@JEB139899C120]; [@JEB139899C122]). Because the dipolatic ommatidia of the DRA are unfit for exact e-vector analysis, they are believed to function in signal conditioning: owing to the antagonistic processing of the photoreceptor signals, the polop neurons act as differential polarization sensors ([@JEB139899C57]) ([Figs 3](#JEB139899F3){ref-type="fig"}B, [4](#JEB139899F4){ref-type="fig"}B). These effectively enhance polarization contrast and simultaneously make the system insensitive to the variations in absolute light level ([@JEB139899C57]; [@JEB139899C60]). As discussed below, the polop neurons of the DRA, in turn, provide the input to the actual e-vector analyzing system.

Conditions that are functionally analogous to the insect DRA were found in the camera-type eyes of some spiders. Here, the upwards-directed ventral retina of certain eye types also contains two photoreceptor populations with mutually orthogonal microvilli orientations ([@JEB139899C14]; [@JEB139899C78]). The spider *Drassodes* dedicates a complete eye pair to polarized skylight detection, again forming an orthogonal 2D system ([@JEB139899C13]).

Three- and higher-dimensional systems {#s5b}
-------------------------------------

### The ommatidial array of insect dorsal rim areas {#s5b1}

As demonstrated for several insect orders, the dipolatic ommatidia forming the insect DRA are arranged in a characteristic fan-like fashion ([Fig. 5](#JEB139899F5){ref-type="fig"}B) (reviewed by [@JEB139899C31]; [@JEB139899C114]; [@JEB139899C123]). Correspondingly, the e-vector tuning axes of the polop neurons change gradually across the DRA, forming a potential multidimensional system. For proper e-vector analysis, the visual fields of the DRA ommatidia must coincide or at least overlap to a large extent, i.e. the ommatidia must receive light from the same part of the sky. Because of both a restriction of the DRA to the dorsal-most eye part and strongly enlarged visual fields of the ommatidia, this condition is indeed met in some insects, such as crickets, locusts and cockchafers ([Fig. 5](#JEB139899F5){ref-type="fig"}B) ([@JEB139899C4]; [@JEB139899C59]; [@JEB139899C96]). By comparing the output signals of the differently tuned polop neurons, such DRAs could, in principle, determine e-vector orientation within their common visual field. However, the actual neural algorithms used to extract e-vector orientation from the multiple polop signals require further investigation. As demonstrated by behavioral laboratory experiments, crickets and locusts can indeed analyze e-vector orientation with their DRAs ([@JEB139899C5]; [@JEB139899C67]). But, as will be elucidated in detail in the context of the cricket POL1 neuron system, celestial compasses are visuo-multimodal systems and are not driven by polarized skylight alone, but they receive input from multiple celestial cues, a property that is incompatible with e-vector perception.

In some insects, such as *Drosophila* ([@JEB139899C118]; [@JEB139899C119]), monarch butterflies ([@JEB139899C61]; [@JEB139899C103]) and desert ants ([@JEB139899C54]; [@JEB139899C110]), the DRA forms a narrow band along the dorsal eye margin. The ommatidia have small acceptance angles and diverging optical axes, keeping their visual fields separated. Apparently, such DRAs are not designed to evaluate local e-vector orientations, but they must somehow exploit the combined polarization signals from different parts of the celestial polarization pattern.

### The three-dimensional POL1 neuron system of crickets {#s5b2}

Although the cricket DRA is also multidimensional, a 3D system exists at the level of the optic lobe. It consists of three e-vector types of polarization-opponent neurons (POL1 neurons; tuned to ∼10, 60 and 120 deg versus the head length axis) receiving opponent input from the orthogonally dipolatic ommatidia ([@JEB139899C60]). Apparently, at the optic lobe level, the retinal multidimensionality is reduced to three analyzer channels by neural integration ([@JEB139899C60]). Conforming to all four of the secondary criteria outlined above (see Requirements for unambiguous and unbiased e-vector detection), (1) the visual fields of the three e-vector types of POL1 neurons are practically identical ([@JEB139899C60]). (2) The bulk of the rhabdom formed by the principal receptors contains a blue-absorbing visual pigment; just 1% of the visual pigment, contained in the small proximal R8 cell, is a UV pigment ([@JEB139899C4]; [@JEB139899C35]). Thus, the DRA is practically monochromatic, a view that is supported by the spectral sensitivity of POL1 neurons ([@JEB139899C58]). (3) The polarization opponency of POL1 neurons makes the system insensitive to the variations of absolute light level ([@JEB139899C55]). And (4), cricket polarization vision operates in the simultaneous mode, as demonstrated by behavioral tests (T.L., unpublished observations). Thus, the POL1 system seems to fulfill all necessary conditions for e-vector perception.

However, the following two caveats must be considered. First, the cricket polarization compass is a non-imaging, wide-field visual sub-system that integrates over a wide area of sky ([@JEB139899C60]; [@JEB139899C114]). This excludes the analysis of the individual e-vectors composing the celestial polarization pattern, but it would allow perception of average e-vector orientation within the field of view. Second, and more importantly, polarization-sensitive neurons in the brains of locusts, monarch butterflies and dung beetles also respond to unpolarized stimuli in a wavelength- and/or position-dependent way. This suggests that directional information from the chromatic and intensity gradients of the sky and from the sun also contribute to the celestial compass ([@JEB139899C20]; reviewed by [@JEB139899C18]; [@JEB139899C31],[@JEB139899C32]; [@JEB139899C83]), possible influences that have not been studied in the cricket. The visuo-multimodality of celestial orientation was also demonstrated by behavioral experiments in bees ([@JEB139899C90]; [@JEB139899C17]), desert ants ([@JEB139899C111]; [@JEB139899C115]), monarch butterflies ([@JEB139899C86]) and dung beetles ([@JEB139899C15]; [@JEB139899C20], [@JEB139899C19]); celestial orientation involves the solar azimuth (bees, desert ants, monarchs, dung beetles), the spectral gradient in the sky (bees, ants, dung beetles) and the intensity gradient (dung beetles), in addition to skylight polarization. In desert ants, the polarization compass seems to work independently of the sun compass ([@JEB139899C115]) but, as explained above, the ant\'s DRA does not qualify for e-vector perception for optical reasons ([@JEB139899C54]; [@JEB139899C110]).

Thus, although the e-vector detection system of the cricket is monomodal, the celestial compass into which it feeds is probably multimodal by analogy with other insects. Therefore, e-vector perception by crickets can hardly be expected. This argument may be neglected under certain laboratory conditions where all directional information is restricted to e-vector orientation, such as for a polarized monochromatic stimulus presented in the zenith ([@JEB139899C34]). For a discussion of the question of what a cricket may actually see in such a situation, see below.

### The ocellar system of the orchid bee {#s5b3}

In addition to the compound eyes, most insects are equipped with three small single-lens eyes, called ocelli. Ocellar photoreceptors are polarization-sensitive in some species ([@JEB139899C23]; [@JEB139899C24]; [@JEB139899C77]). This is due to the sheet-like shape of their rhabdomeres and the corresponding alignment of the microvilli (reviewed by [@JEB139899C123]). As in other hymenopterans, in the orchid bee, the orientation of the ocellar rhabdoms shows a monomodal distribution ([@JEB139899C106]; [@JEB139899C123]). However, unlike the ocelli of other hymenopterans, the visual fields of the three ocelli are not completely separated, but exhibit a wide dorsal overlap ([@JEB139899C23]; [@JEB139899C106]). In addition, because of their different orientations, the ocelli have strongly diverging e-vector tuning axes. Thus, the orchid bee\'s ocelli may form the input channels of a 3D polarized skylight navigation system. Note that, as an exception, the input stages of this system, the ocelli, are monopolatic instead of dipolatic. It still remains to be demonstrated by behavioral experiments that the orchid bee\'s ocelli serve indeed as a polarization compass, and if they complement the compound-eye-based celestial compass or operate as a separate system, for instance, at low light levels ([@JEB139899C106]).

### The honey bee retina {#s5b4}

In honey bees, the twisted retinulae of the regular ommatidia (ventral to the DRA) abolish PS of the long UV photoreceptors ([@JEB139899C53]; [@JEB139899C117]). But the short, proximal UV receptor R9 is little affected by the twist and remains polarization-sensitive. Neighboring ommatidia twist in opposite directions, producing two e-vector tuning types of R9. Together with the long, polarization-insensitive UV receptors, they could theoretically form a 3D system, in which one analyzer channel, represented by the polarization-insensitive long UV receptors, measures light intensity (for details, see [@JEB139899C117]). However, so far, behavioral experiments with bees have produced no evidence for polarization vision outside the DRA ([@JEB139899C22]; [@JEB139899C65]; [@JEB139899C116]; K. Pfeiffer, University of Marburg, personal communication).

In light of the previous argument, would a third, polarization-insensitive channel solve the ambiguity problem of the previously discussed orthogonal dipolats? A separate intensity channel could be gained by pooling the responses of the two photoreceptors already present ([Fig. 4](#JEB139899F4){ref-type="fig"}A). Unfortunately, such a system works only with non-orthogonal, polarization-sensitive channels ([@JEB139899C117]), which definitely excludes e-vector perception for the orthogonally dipolatic cephalopods, crustaceans and backswimmers, and by individual ommatidia of insect DRAs.

In contrast to [@JEB139899C117], [@JEB139899C87] reported three microvillar types of R9 in neighboring ommatidia of the dorsal, non-DRA part of the eye, which could potentially form a 3D system. However, [@JEB139899C116] found that orientation responses were abolished after painting out the DRA, indicating that the unspecialized dorsal eye was polarization-insensitive.

### Polarization vision in the butterfly *Papilio* {#s5b5}

Unlike in bees, the photoreceptors of *Papilio* have retained moderate PS in the whole eye ([@JEB139899C46]). Each ommatidium contains photoreceptors with four different microvilli orientations, forming the basis for a 4D system ([@JEB139899C46]). Both feeding and ovipositing *Papilio* can be trained to different e-vectors ([@JEB139899C46]). However, the ommatidia are not just tetrapolatic but also polychromatic, making them unfit for e-vector perception ([@JEB139899C46]). Behavioral tests show that spectral and polarization components of stimuli are not processed separately ([@JEB139899C46]). This seemingly confused multi-input system may have an ecological significance, namely to enhance the attractivity of horizontally oriented green leaves during egg-laying, which offer better protection for the eggs than vertically oriented leaves ([@JEB139899C46]). Interestingly, different e-vector orientations in homochromatic stimuli are not perceived as different colors but as brightness differences, indicating that polarization information is lost at the perception level ([@JEB139899C47]). The *Papilio* case is a good example showing that polarization sensitivity can have just a helper function subserving other visual tasks.

### Ventral polarization sensitivity in *Drosophila* {#s5b6}

An alignment response to ventrally presented polarized light has been detected in *Drosophila*, demonstrating PS in the downward-looking part of the eye ([@JEB139899C120]). Unlike in the DRA, rhabdomere twisting is not absent in the ventral receptors but is generally moderate enough to allow a useful level of PS. UV-sensitive R7p cells and some of the outer, blue/green-sensitive receptors (probably R4--R6) seem to be involved; blue- and green-sensitive R8 cells (R8p and R8y, respectively) possibly also contribute to the response. Thus, although the different receptor types exhibit more than two e-vector tuning axes (T.L., unpublished observations), the lack of monochromacy prohibits e-vector perception.

Taking stock of invertebrate polarization vision {#s6}
================================================

Object-based polarization vision {#s6a}
--------------------------------

The object-based, imaging polarization vision systems of cephalopods and crustaceans are dipolatic and unfit for precise e-vector analysis. Why have mechanisms for tripolatic e-vector analysis not developed in these visual systems? As in color vision, a third polarization-sensitive channel would vastly increase the information capacity of polarization vision ([@JEB139899C80]). In insects, object-based polarization vision has only been demonstrated in *Papilio* and *Heliconius* ([@JEB139899C104]) and, as demonstrated in the former, polarized light is not even perceived as such but just modulates luminance perception. The water-surface detectors of water-dependent insects and the ventral polarization sense of *Drosophila* may well be non-imaging and designed for wide-field stimuli. Why does exact e-vector analysis have such a low importance in object-based polarization vision?

Under terrestrial conditions, the use of e-vector orientation for detecting or identifying objects is unfavorable for two reasons. First, terrestrial background can contain strong polarization noise. For instance, the light reflected from shiny leaves of vegetation can be polarized, thereby masking polarized objects of interest (see fig. 19.1a in [@JEB139899C73]; fig. 8.12 in [@JEB139899C114]). Second, the e-vector orientation of reflected light depends on both the orientation of the reflecting surfaces and the position of the light source. Therefore, for an organism equipped with e-vector perception, the appearance of one and the same object would change when viewed from different positions and/or under different illuminations. This is different to color vision, because the spectral properties of reflected light are less dependent on object orientation, as everyday experience tells us.

As an exception, the e-vector orientation of light reflected from water bodies ([Fig. 1](#JEB139899F1){ref-type="fig"}B) and mud flats is predictably horizontal. Strong activity of the horizontal analyzer channel combined with low activity of the vertical channel allows flying backswimmers to identify water surfaces reliably, and it provides fiddler crabs on mud flats with a visual background against which weakly polarized targets can easily be detected ([@JEB139899C43]). In both cases, there is no need for precise e-vector analysis.

Underwater, there is little background polarization noise because the difference between the refraction indices of water and solid matter is comparatively small. This allowed cephalopods and mantis shrimp to develop their own, intrinsically produced polarization signals on their bodies for visual communication. It appears that both optical and chemical mechanisms are used to achieve this ([@JEB139899C7]; [@JEB139899C9]; [@JEB139899C88]). Although their dipolatic systems prohibit e-vector perception, the horizontal polarization of their somatic patterns ([@JEB139899C7]; [@JEB139899C11]; [@JEB139899C73]; [@JEB139899C74]; [@JEB139899C101]) produces strong contrast signals on an unpolarized background ([Fig. 1](#JEB139899F1){ref-type="fig"}C). Apart from detecting the body patterns of conspecifics, horizontal/vertical dipolatic systems can reduce the mostly horizontally polarized haze in the water column ([Fig. 1](#JEB139899F1){ref-type="fig"}D), and they aid the detection of polarization-active, camouflaged transparent prey, or predators, which may be invisible by luminosity contrast alone ([@JEB139899C45]; [@JEB139899C95]). [@JEB139899C73] and [@JEB139899C39] suppose that, in contexts such as this, degree contrast is more reliable for object detection than e-vector contrast, as it is less dependent on the direction of illumination and object orientation.

Celestial compass {#s6b}
-----------------

The polarization compass is the only application of polarization vision in which directional information is crucial, by definition. The multidimensional DRAs of insects would, in principle, be suitable for e-vector perception. However, both electrophysiological and behavioral data from several insect species indicate that the celestial compass is not a monomodal system, which relies on skylight polarization alone, but also exploits the spectral and intensity gradients in the sky as well as the solar azimuth. While this multimodality excludes e-vector perception, it increases the robustness of the compass. The existence of polarization-sensitive neurons with time-of-day dependent e-vector tuning axes in locusts and monarch butterflies suggests that the output signal provided by the compass indicates a geographical azimuth ([@JEB139899C33]; [@JEB139899C75]; [@JEB139899C83]), to which the celestial polarization pattern makes a crucial but not the only contribution.

Under laboratory conditions, directional information can be restricted to e-vector orientation, excluding all other celestial cues. This can also occur in the field, for instance because of a break in cloud cover or in a dense tree canopy. Will insects, in which e-vector analysis has been demonstrated to operate in the simultaneous mode (crickets: T.L., unpublished observations; bees: [@JEB139899C93]; locusts: [@JEB139899C67]), perceive e-vector orientation as a separate modality of light in this situation? Probably not, because the purpose of the system will hardly change with the stimulus conditions, and its output will always indicate a direction.

The benefits of dipolatic systems {#s6c}
---------------------------------

In spite of their limited e-vector analyzing capacities, orthogonal 2D systems provide highly useful sensory modules. Receiving opponent input from the two analyzer channels, the polop neurons act as differential polarization sensors, the benefits of which can be summarized as follows. (1) Polop neurons sort e-vector orientations instantaneously into one of two perceptual categories, e.g. 'vertical' or 'horizontal', according to the polarity of the output signal. (2) Polop neurons effectively enhance the response to a polarized stimulus. (3) Comparable to differential amplifiers, they abolish the common luminance component of the two photoreceptor responses, i.e. the polop output becomes luminance independent. (4) Although a dipolat cannot disentangle e-vector and degree, whenever the polarization distance from the background reaches a threshold, polarization-active objects producing no luminance contrast may be detected by their polarization properties alone.

The practically universal presence of 2D input stages is suggestive of, but does not prove, the existence of antagonistic polarization analysis by polop neurons. Do polop neurons actually exist? The common presence of polarization-opponent neurons in the insect brain (reviewed by [@JEB139899C31]) and evidence from a crayfish study ([@JEB139899C25]) indicate that the benefits of polarization antagonism are indeed exploited. On the behavioral level, backswimmers show a diving response to a ventral, horizontally polarized UV stimulus but remain unresponsive to vertically polarized or unpolarized light, which can only be explained by polarization-opponent processing ([@JEB139899C98]). For imaging polarization vision, polop neurons receiving input from individual ommatidia (elementary polarization detectors) are essential, but to my knowledge, no one has been able to identify them so far.

In non-imaging polarized skylight navigation, elementary polarization detectors are not necessarily required. Thus, cricket POL1 neurons receive convergent input from a large number of DRA ommatidia ([@JEB139899C60]). But note that the response properties of certain locust neurons (e.g. LoTu1) are incompatible with the polop mechanism, but must be explained by a dynamic process involving inhibitory receptor outputs alone ([@JEB139899C84]). And, in *Drosophila*, reciprocal inhibition between the polarization-sensitive UV receptors R7 and R8 of the DRA was recently observed ([@JEB139899C118]). This enhances PS of both receptors and may even replace polop neuron function under certain conditions ([@JEB139899C118]).

The output signals provided by polop neurons are exploited in two ways: (1) in object-based polarization vision and (2) in the celestial compass, as discussed below.

### The role of polop neurons in object-based polarization vision {#s6c1}

In object-based, imaging polarization vision, each polop unit represents a pixel in a pure polarization image ([Figs 4](#JEB139899F4){ref-type="fig"}B, [5](#JEB139899F5){ref-type="fig"}A). The pixels contain no precise information on e-vector orientation, they just indicate an e-vector range ([Fig. 3](#JEB139899F3){ref-type="fig"}D, H versus V). But 'saturated' pixels (strong polop signals) suggest good alignment of the stimulus e-vector with the e-vector tuning axis of one of the two analyzers and/or high degree. 'Unsaturated' pixels (weak polop signals) suggest poor alignment and/or weak degree. Underwater and on mud flats, the imaging polarization vision systems of cephalopods and crabs can reveal polarization-active objects, which may be hidden on a luminance basis, by e-vector and/or degree contrast against the background. In addition, polop neurons effectively reduce the predominantly horizontally polarized background haze in the water column, improving general visibility ([Fig. 1](#JEB139899F1){ref-type="fig"}D).

### The role of polop neurons in the celestial compass {#s6c2}

In polarization vision systems used for navigation purposes, where rough categorizing of e-vector orientations does not suffice and where gaining exact directional information is crucial, the dipolatic ommatidia of the DRA represent just the first level of analysis. Polarization antagonism provides enhanced, differential input signals to the actual e-vector analyzing system, which must be at least three-dimensional. The insect DRA represents such a multidimensional system, as the orientation of the ommatidia exhibits a fan-like gradient along the DRA, providing a wide spectrum of differently oriented analyzer pairs. Interestingly, in crickets, the retinal multidimensionality is reduced to 3D in the POL1 neuron system ([Fig. 5](#JEB139899F5){ref-type="fig"}B, lower row).

E-vector perception versus true polarization vision {#s6d}
---------------------------------------------------

As explained above, a 2D system already suffices for true polarization vision, such that e-vector category may be perceived as a separate modality of light. However, to identify specific e-vector orientations (e-vector perception), a ≥3D system is required. While true polarization vision is easily defined, its formal confirmation calls for elaborate behavioral tests ([@JEB139899C112]); thus, just a handful of proven cases are known. Luminance and spectral independence has been demonstrated for water-surface detection by backswimmers ([@JEB139899C97], [@JEB139899C98]), and luminance insensitivity was found for the object-based polarization vision of mantis shrimp ([@JEB139899C71]). In cuttlefish, luminance and polarization information seem to be processed by separate paths ([@JEB139899C6]). But most behavioral observations can be explained by the mere presence of polarization-sensitive photoreceptors without opponent signal interactions ([Fig. 4](#JEB139899F4){ref-type="fig"}C), at least qualitatively (crabs: [@JEB139899C40], [@JEB139899C41]; cephalopods: [@JEB139899C76]; [@JEB139899C85]; [@JEB139899C100]; [@JEB139899C101]; [@JEB139899C107]). This is because even 1D polarization vision with a retina containing just one polarization-sensitive e-vector type of photoreceptor (e.g. horizontal) can convert pure polarization-contrast images to luminance-contrast images, in the same way as looking through a single, stationary polarizing filter (with, for example a horizontal polarizing axis) can make pure polarization contrasts visible as brightness contrasts to human observers (e.g. movie 1 in [@JEB139899C107]; fig. 1 in [@JEB139899C100]). Could a 1D system (or two independent 1D systems) also explain the observed low e-vector discrimination thresholds of 1 to 3 deg ([@JEB139899C40]; [@JEB139899C107])? A quick, practical test involving visual inspection of two backlit polarizers with a 5 deg e-vector difference viewed through a polarizer shows a just-noticeable brightness difference at optimal analyzer orientation. Considering the comparatively much weaker analyzing power of polarization-sensitive photoreceptors, signal processing without the contrast-enhancing benefits of opponent processing seems questionable. The general occurrence of 2D input stages suggests that true polarization vision may be quite frequent in object-based polarization vision. However, it cannot be excluded that polarization and luminance images are combined at some level in the brain ([@JEB139899C41]), confounding true polarization vision again.

Conclusions {#s7}
===========

In both object-oriented polarization vision and water-surface detection, the orthogonally dipolatic ommatidia show a constant orientation in the retina such that the microvilli are directed horizontally or vertically ([Fig. 5](#JEB139899F5){ref-type="fig"}A). This arrangement does not allow subtle e-vector analysis, but dipolatic animals must perceive light polarization in a way analogous to how dichromats perceive colors. Although dipolats confuse e-vector and degree, polarized stimuli on either unpolarized or differently polarized backgrounds will, in many cases, produce detectable contrast signals. Apparently, object-based polarization vision is designed for detecting polarization contrasts, based on both e-vector and/or degree, rather than for absolute e-vector analysis. While the 2D structure of the ommatidia suggests true polarization vision, it remains unclear whether the polarization image remains separate from the brightness image or merges with it at some stage.

Although the ommatidia of the insect DRA, which serve as detectors for polarized skylight, are also dipolatic, they are oriented in a fan-like, multi-dimensional array ([Fig. 5](#JEB139899F5){ref-type="fig"}B) and are used to condition the incoming receptor signals. The DRAs of some insects would allow e-vector analysis, in principle, but these are non-imaging systems. In addition, the polarization-sensitive DRA represents just one of several input paths to a multimodal celestial compass system. Apparently, the function of the DRA is not to experience the celestial polarization pattern in detail, but to provide the compass with useful directional information.

In conclusion, to my knowledge, so far there exists no evidence that any invertebrate organism can perceive specific e-vector orientations of plane-polarized light. It seems that invertebrate organisms take no interest in the polarization details of visual stimuli, but they profit from PS by more practical benefits such as improved object detection and visual communication for cephalopods and some crustaceans, compass readings for traveling insects or the alert 'water below!' for water-seeking, flying bugs.
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